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Problem Statement

Rates of graduate student attrition vary across settings and personal 

circumstances. The attrition rate of doctoral students is reported to be 

between 33% and 70%. Attrition rates for distance-based doctoral programs 

can be even 10% to 20% higher. Doctoral students rely on support from their 

families and peers but literature does not delve into the type of support 

which families provide during key decision-making junctures.

Research Approach

• Interpretivist epistemological stance

• Critical realism ontological stance

• Constructivist Grounded Theory methodology and design

Blending critical realism with grounded theory permits the researcher to draw on 

the interpretation which doctoral students give to the challenges they encounter, 

how they process them and how they base their decisions on those 

interpretations. 

Project Overview and Aim

This study offers a platform for a discussion about the roles which family 

members and close peers play in the motivation and persistence of doctoral 

students. 

The aim of this study is to deepen our understanding of the doctoral process 

from the students’ perspective and to shed light on how the students take into 

consideration intrinsic and extrinsic factors in their decision-making processes 

in respect of progressing – or otherwise – with their doctoral degree.

Data Gathering and Analysis Process

Methodology Key Findings

References

How and at which stage do doctoral students rely on family members and 

close peers for support? 

Research Question

Definitions

The choice of grounded theory methodology was deemed most suitable for this 

research area and the identified research question since it seeks to explain 

social processes in addition to describing phenomena. The development of 

tentative hypotheses from the viewpoints of participants was preferred over a 

priori conceptual frameworks.

The results of this research indicate that family members and peers generally 

play three fundamental roles at key decision junctures: 

Proposed Matrix outlining the Motivational and Persistence roles by different 

relations: 

Family of origin: refers to the family, or parents an individual was either raised or born into, this may not be the 

same family as those who have been adopted or where their parents have separated and live with new parents.

Family of choice: refers to the family created through marriage or long term relationships with other adults, 

which might include children, where biologically related or not. For the purpose of this study, close friends and 

colleagues, with whom a PhD student shares a more influential relationship, are included in the definition of 

family of choice.
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